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Abstract：Coexistence of multiple and discrete segments as well as their distinctive 

hysteresis relaxations enables amorphous shape memory polymers (SMPs) exhibiting 

complex disordered dynamics, which is critical for the glass transition behavior to 

determine the shape memory effect (SME), but remained largely unexplored. In this 

study, a dynamic hysteresis model is proposed to explore the working principle and 

collective dynamics in discrete segments of amorphous SMPs, towards a dynamic 

connection between complex relaxation hysteresis and glass transition behavior, 

which can be applied for design and realization of multiple SMEs in the amorphous 

SMPs. In combination of free volume theory and Adam-Gibbs domain size model, a 

phase transition model is formulated to identify the working principle of dynamic 

relaxation hysteresis in the glass transition of amorphous SMP. Furthermore, 

constitutive relationships among relaxation time, strain, storage modulus, loss angle 
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and temperature have been established to describe the dynamic connection between 

complex relaxation hysteresis and customized glass transition, which is then utilized 

to achieve multiple SMEs based on the extended Maxwell model. Finally, 

effectiveness of the proposed models is verified using experimental results of SMPs 

with multiple SMEs reported in literature.  

Keywords: shape memory polymer; relaxation hysteresis; glass transition; dynamics 

1. Introduction 

Shape memory polymer (SMP) is one of the distinctive smart materials, which can 

produce mechanical actuations by regaining their permanent shapes from the 

deformed ones under external stimuli [1], including heat, light, solvent, electric and 

magnetic fields [2-6]. Shape memory effect (SME) is originated from the unique 

thermodynamics of the SMPs whose hard segments maintain their permanent shape, 

while the soft ones is responsible to trigger reversible shape deformations through 

their transition behaviors [7]. SMPs have distinctive advantages of large deformation 

strain, low density and designable properties [8], leading to a variety of practical and 

potential applications, such as actuation components in microsystem [9], energy 

storage [10], aerospace deployable structures [11] and biomedical devices [12-14].  

Currently, great efforts have been conducted to investigate the working principle of 

glass transition in dynamic relaxation of the amorphous SMPs. For example, Xie et al. 

[15] shows that Nafion, a polymer with a multi-SME, has shown a wide-range glass 

transition temperature due to its hysteresis relaxation behavior. Kuang et al. [16] 

reported epoxy SMPs with tunable glass transition behaviors from a single transition 



to multiple transitions. Nguyen et al. [17] and Yu et al. [18] developed multi-branch 

models to analyze multi-SME in SMP undergoing multiple glass transitions. Nguyen 

et al. [19] developed a viscoelastic model which included three components, 

viscoelasticity, structural relaxation and stress-activated visco-plasticity in the glassy 

region. Liu et al. [20] proposed a phase-evolution-based constitutive model for 

amorphous SMPs undergoing reversible transitions between glassy and rubbery 

phases. Huang et al. [21] proposed a constitutive model of amorphous SMPs about 

their thermomechanical strain rates. 

Discrete segments are mentioned in this paper because the soft segments have 

different relaxation behaviors due to their intrinsic different masses and molecular 

lengths, which result in a different activation energies and hysteresis of the segments 

to relax. However, these phenomenological models have not considered relaxation 

hysteresis and their connections with customized glass transitions into analysis. 

Currently, no constitutive relationship between relaxation hysteresis and glass 

transition temperature (Tg) has been explored to understand the working principle in 

multi-SME. It is a great challenge to study the relaxation hysteresis in amorphous 

SMPs, of which the shape memory behavior is essentially determined by the dynamic 

glass transition.  

In this work, free volume theory [22] and Adams-Gibbs model [23] are employed 

to identify the phase transitions of amorphous SMPs [24], whose phase transition 

models have been developed to identify the working principle of complex relaxation 

hysteresis in a dynamic glass transition. Furthermore, an extend Maxwell model [25] 



has been proposed to understand the dynamic connection between relaxation 

hysteresis and glass transition behavior, which causes the multiple SME in amorphous 

SMP. Finally, the effectiveness of proposed model is verified using a series of 

experimental results reported in the literature [16,26-28]. 

2. Theoretical framework 

2.1 Effect of relaxation hysteresis on glass transition 

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the hysteresis, synchronous and advanced relaxations in 

amorphous SMP, in a heating and cooling cycle.  

Figure 1 illustrates the relaxation hysteresis of amorphous SMP. In a heating and 

cooling cycle, the SMP undergoes glass transition between its glassy state and rubbery 

state. Meanwhile, the relaxation hysteresis is mainly resulted from the discrete 

segments, which all have their distinctive dynamic relaxation behaviors in the SMP 

[29]. With a further increase in temperature, the SMP is in its rubbery state, resulting 

into a synchronous relaxation of all discrete segments. On the other hand, during the 

cooling process when the SMP is changed from its rubbery state to glassy state, 

initially advanced relaxations have been generated in these discrete segments [29]. 

Then, synchronous relaxations of all discrete segments are generated with a further 



decrease in the temperature, because all these discrete segments are in their glassy 

states. Here the relaxation hysteresis and mechanical energy loss, both which play 

essential roles in the glass transition behaviors [30], are generated.  

Based on the Fox-Flory theory [22], the discrete segments need both activation 

energy and free volume to relax when the amorphous polymer undergoes a glass 

transition. The viscosity (η) can be expressed as [22], 
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where η0 is the initial viscosity of the polymer in its glassy state [22], γ is a given 

constant to characterize the free volume (0.5≤γ≤1) [31], V0 is the volume occupied 

by the segments, Vf is the free volume, Fa is the activation energy, R=8.314 J/(mol·K) 

is the molar gas constant and T is the temperature. 

For the polymer, the constitutive relationship between free volume (Vf) and 

temperature (T) can be written as [22], 

      ( )f 0V V T T= −                                                    (2) 

where α is the thermal expansion coefficient of the polymer, V=V0+Vf is the total 

volume of polymer and T0 is the temperature at Vf=0 [22]. 

The activation energy of polymer is Fa= Δμs*/Sc. By substituting equation (2) into 

equation (1), it can be further rewritten as [23], 
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where Δμ  is the average activation energy [32], s* is the maximum conformational 

entropy at end-point temperature (T*), where all the conformers relax independently 

[32], and Sc is the conformational entropy at T [32]. 

The conformational entropy (Sc) can be expressed as a function of the temperature 

(T) as [23],  
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where ΔCp is the difference in the specific heats of a polymer in glassy and rubbery 

states. 

ΔCp varies with T [33], 
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where C is a given material constant, Tg0 is the intrinsic glass transition temperature. 

In combination of equations (3), (4) and (5), η can be expressed as, 
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The relaxation time (τ) is obtained based on the equation (6) [22], 
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where E0 is the Young’s modulus of amorphous polymer.  

To verify the proposed model of equation (7), the relaxation behavior of PLLA-

PMMA (PLLA: poly(L-lactide); PMMA: poly(methyl methacrylate)) SMPs was 

studied using the proposed model. The obtained results are plotted in Figure 2(a), in 

which the constitutive relationship between relaxation time (logτ) and temperature (T) 

is varied. All the parameters used in the equation (7) for calculations are listed in 



Table 1, with the following given constants, e.g., γ=0.75 [34], V0/V=0.975 [25,29], 

α=0.048 K-1 [25,29], C=26.4 J/mol·K [33,35], Tg0/T0 =1.26 [23] and Δμs*/R=16.13 

kJ/mol·K [23]. Results in Figure 2(a) show that the end-point temperature (T*) of 

PLLA-PMMA SMP is increased from 356 K, 367 K to 373 K at the same relaxation 

time of τ=10-4.83 s, with an increase of volume content of PMMA from 0, 30% to 50%. 

Figure 2(b) shows the divergence of the analytical results and experimental data 

calculated based on the correlation index (R2), of which the values are 97.98%, 

98.49% and 98.99%, when the volume content of PMMA is increased from 0%, 30% 

to 50%. The analytical and experimental results reveal that the end-point temperature 

(T*) of PLLA-PMMA SMPs has been increased with the increase in volume content 

of PMMA, which works as a hard segment and has a higher glass transition 

temperature than that of the PLLA.  

 

Figure 2. Analytical results of equation (7) and experimental data [26] of relaxation time (logτ) for 

the PLLA-PMMA SMPs with various volume contents of PMMA. (a) For the relaxation time-

temperature curves. (b) Divergences of the analytical and experimental results. 
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Table 1. Values of parameters used in equation (7) for PLLA-PMMA SMPs with various volume 

contents of PMMA [26]. 

PMMA (%) η0/E0 (s) T0 (K) 

0 10-9.44 309.68 

30 10-8.76 312.42 

50 10-8.65 316.20 

According to the phase transition theory [24], the phase evolution function (ϕf) of 

SMP is determined by the stored strain (εs) and pre-stored strain (εpre) with the 

expression as follows,  
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where A is a material constant. 

In combination of equation (8) and εs=ε-ε0 (ε is the total strain, ε0 is the initial strain 

and εs is the stored strain), the total strain (ε) can be expressed as, 
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To verify the equation (9), analytical results of strain (ε) as a function of 

temperature (T) for amorphous SMP have been obtained and the results are plotted in 

Figure 3(a). The following parameters are used A=71.88, γ=0.75 [34], V0/V=0.975 

[25,29], α=0.048/K [25,29], C=26.4 J/mol·K [33,35], Tg0/T0 =1.26 [23], ε0=0, εpre=6% 

and Δμs*/R=8 kJ/mol·K. The maximum slope of the strain curve shown in Figure 3(a) 

is defined as the glass transition temperature (Tg) [22]. With an increase in T0 from 

320 K, 330 K, 340 K, 350 K to 360 K, the glass transition temperature (Tg) is 

gradually increased from 372 K, 382 K, 392 K, 402 K to 412 K. Figure 3(b) shows 

the analytical results of strains as a function of temperature, plotted at different values 



of Δμs*/R=4 kJ/mol·K, 5 kJ/mol·K, 6 kJ/mol·K, 7 kJ/mol·K and 8 kJ/mol·K, in order 

to identify the effect of activation energy on the glass transition temperature (Tg) of 

SMP. The glass transition temperature (Tg) is increased from 367 K, 373 K, 379 K, 

385 K to 392 K with an increase in the Δμs*/R from 4 kJ/mol·K, 5 kJ/mol·K, 6 

kJ/mol·K, 7 kJ/mol·K to 8 kJ/mol·K, at T0=340 K. With the increment of activation 

energy (Δμs*/R), the segment needs more energy to relax, causing a higher Tg. 

 

Figure 3. (a) Analytical results of equation (9) for the strain as a function of temperature at a given 

value of T0=320 K, 330 K, 340 K, 350 K and 360 K, when Δμs*/R=8 kJ/mol·K. (b) Analytical 

results of equation (9) for the strain as a function of temperature at a given value of Δμs*/R=4 

kJ/mol·K, 5 kJ/mol·K, 6 kJ/mol·K, 7 kJ/mol·K and 8 kJ/mol·K, when T0=340 K. 

Furthermore, the analytical results based on the equation (9) are plotted in Figure 4, 

together with the experimental data [27] of DETDA-D230 (DETDA: 

Diethyltoluenediamine; D230: poly(propylene glycol) bis (2-aminopropyl) ether) 

SMP with various molar ratios of DETDA of 0, 60% and 100%, at given values of 

parameters of A=71.88, γ=0.75 [34], V0/V=0.975 [25,29], α=0.048 K-1 [25,29], C=26.4 

J/mol·K [33,35] and Tg0/T0 =1.26 [23]. The parameters listed in Table 2 were used to 

predict the strain as a function of temperature, and the analytical and experimental 

results of strains as a function of temperature are plotted in Figure 4(a). It is found 
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that the analytical results are in good agreements with the experimental ones. With an 

increase in the molar ratio of DETDA from 0%, 60% to 100%, the DETDA-D230 

SMPs complete their strain recoveries at 366.5 K, 397.5 K and 422.5 K, respectively, 

when ε=0.55%. The analytical results can be well explained, e.g., the glass transition 

temperature (Tg) of SMP is increased with the increase in molar ratio of hard segment, 

of which the Tg is higher than that of the soft segments. Furthermore, the divergences 

between the analytical and experimental results [27] of the DETDA-D230 SMPs were 

calculated using the correlation index (R2), and the obtained results are 92.00%, 

94.56% and 96.68% for the SMPs with various molar ratios of DETDA of 0%, 60% 

and 100%, as shown in Figure 4(b).  

Table 2. Values of parameters used in equation (9) for DETDA-D230 SMPs [27]. 

DETDA (%) Δμs*/R (kJ/mol·K) T0 (K) 

0 3.53 337.97 

60 5.88 352.24 

100 8.04 361.34 

 

Figure 4. Comparisons between the analytical results of equation (9) and the experimental data 

[27] of the DETDA-D230 SMPs with various molar ratio of DETDA of 0, 60% and 100%. (a) For 

the strain-temperature curves. (b) Divergences of the analytical and experimental results. 
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2.2 Dynamic connection between relaxation hysteresis and glass transition 

Dynamic behavior of SMP has been critically determined by the relaxation 

hysteresis of soft segments, which present a variety of glass transition temperatures 

(Tg). Figure 5(a) illustrates the extended Maxwell model with three dynamic 

components, i.e., an equilibrium branch, a non-equilibrium branch and a hysteresis 

branch, in a parallel manner. Furthermore, there are other three dynamic components 

in the hysteresis branch, i.e., a hysteretic sub-branch, a synchronous sub-branch and 

an advanced sub-branch. The proposed model is then used to characterize the dynamic 

relaxation for the SMP, which show a hysteretic relaxation behavior in the heating 

process, while it shows an advanced relaxation behavior in the cooling process. Here, 

the dynamic relaxation behavior is determined by the loss angel (δ), which causes a 

higher modulus in the heating process and a lower modulus in the cooling process, as 

shown in Figure 5(b). 

 

Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustrations of three dynamic branches to describe the relaxation behavior 

of amorphous SMP in terms of the extend-Maxwell model. (b) Modulus parameter as a function of 

loss angel (δ) for the hysteretic, synchronous and advanced relaxations in amorphous SMP.  



Based on the extended Maxwell model, the stress and strain can be expressed as 

follows [25], 
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where σ and ε are the stress and strain of the SMP; σeq and εeq are the stress and strain 

of the equilibrium branch; σs and εs are the stress and strain of the non-equilibrium 

branch; and σt and εt are the stress and strain of hysteresis branch, respectively.  

Then, the viscoelastic constitutive stress-strain relationship can be obtained as [25], 
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where Eeq, Es and Et are the moduli of the equilibrium, non-equilibrium and hysteresis 

branches, respectively, η is the viscosity of the synchronous relaxation component, 

±Δη is the hysteretic and advanced relaxation components, respectively. 

Substituting equation (11) into (10), the stress (σ) can be obtained as,  
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where τs and τt are the relaxation times of the synchronous relaxation and hysteretic 

relaxation, respectively, and ε(t)=ε0exp(iωt) (i= √-1, ω is the angle frequency).  

Then, the modulus (E*) can be obtained as, 
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Furthermore, the τs and τt can also be obtained as,  
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In combination of equations (13) and (14), the storage modulus and loss modulus 

can be expressed as [25,29], 
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The loss angle (tanδ) of SMP is obtained [25], 
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Finally, the constitutive stress-strain relationship of the SMP has been obtained,  
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where ε=𝜀̇t (where ε̇ is the strain rate).  

To identify the working principles for synchronous and hysteretic relaxations, the 

effect of temperature on the storage modulus of SMP has been investigated based on 

equation (15), and the obtained results are shown in Figure 6. The parameters used in 

equation (15) are Eeq=10 MPa, Es=6200 MPa, Et=150 MPa [16], ω=0.01 s-1 [25], 

η=23.7 MPa·s [36,37], γ=0.75 [34], V0/V=0.975 [25,29], α=0.048 K-1 [25,29], C=26.4 

J/mol·K [33,35], Tg0/T0=1.26 [23], Δμs*/R=9.76 kJ/mol·K [23] and T0=295 K. The 

analytical results of storage moduli as a function of temperature are plotted in Figure 

6(a). When the differences in viscosity values (Δη) of synchronous and hysteretic 

branches are increased from 0 MPa·s, 25 MPa·s, 50 MPa·s, 75 MPa·s to 100 MPa·s, 

the glass transition temperature (Tg2) is gradually increased from 343 K, 349 K, 353 



K, 356 K to 359 K, at the same storage modulus of Eʹ=85 MPa. It reveals that the 

glass transition temperature (Tg2) is increased with the increment of the difference in 

viscosity of synchronous and hysteretic branches. Effects of the advanced relaxation 

on the storage modulus were investigated for the SMPs, which undergo two glass 

transitions, i.e., Tg1=325 K and Tg2, and the obtained results are shown in Figure 6(b). 

At the same storage modulus of 85 MPa, the glass transition temperature (Tg2) is 

gradually decreased from 343 K, 342 K, 340 K, 338 K to 336 K with a decrease in the 

difference in viscosity (Δη) of synchronous and advanced branches from 0 MPa·s, -5 

MPa·s, -10 MPa·s, -15 MPa·s to -20 MPa·s. These analytical results reveal that a 

larger difference in viscosity (Δη) of synchronous and advanced branches, a lower 

glass transition temperature (Tg2) of the SMP is observed.  

 

Figure 6. Constitutive storage modulus-temperature relationships. (a) Analytical results of SMP in 

heating process, with the difference in viscosity (Δη) of synchronous and hysteretic relaxations 

increased from 0 MPa·s, 25 MPa·s, 50 MPa·s, 75 MPa·s and 100 MPa·s. (b) Analytical results of 

SMP in cooling process, with the difference in viscosity (Δη) of synchronous and advanced 

relaxations decreased from 0 MPa·s, -5 MPa·s, -10 MPa·s, -15 MPa·s and -20 MPa·s. 

The analytical results of loss angles (tanδ) as a function of temperature were further 

studied to investigate the effect of relaxation hysteresis on the glass transition 
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temperature (Tg) of the SMP, and the obtained results are shown in Figure 7. The 

parameters used in the calculations using the equations (15) and (16) are Eeq=10 MPa, 

Es=6200 MPa, Et=150 MPa [16], ω=0.01 s-1 [25], η=23.7 MPa·s [36,37], γ=0.75 [34], 

V0/V=0.975 [25,29], α=0.048 K-1 [25,29], C=26.4 J/mol·K [33,35], Tg0/T0=1.26 [23], 

Δμs*/R=9.76 kJ/mol·K [23] and T0=295 K. Figure 7(a) shows the analytical results of 

loss angle (tanδ) of SMPs, of which dual SME is achieved by Tg1=332 K and Tg2, with 

various differences in viscosity of synchronous and hysteretic relaxations, e.g., Δη=0 

MPa·s, 25 MPa·s, 50 MPa·s, 75 MPa·s and 100 MPa·s, and the glass transition 

temperatures (Tg2) are 339 K, 346 K, 348 K, 351 K and 354 K during the heating 

process. It is revealed that the glass transition temperature (Tg2) is gradually increased 

with an increase in the difference in viscosity of synchronous and hysteretic 

relaxations. Effects of differences in viscosity of synchronous and advanced branches 

on the loss angle (tanδ) have been investigated, and the obtained results are shown in 

Figure 7(b). The parameters used in equations (15) and (16) are Eeq=135 MPa, Es=150 

MPa, Et=978 MPa [28], ω=0.01 s-1 [25,29], η=5.21 MPa·s [36,37], γ=0.75 [34], 

V0/V=0.975 [25,29], α=0.048 K-1 [25,29], C=26.4 J/mol·K [33,35], Tg0/T0=1.26 [23], 

Δμs*/R= 10.42 kJ/mol·K [23] and T0=278 K. The glass transition temperature (Tg1) of 

SMPs, of which dual SME is achieved by Tg1 and Tg2=320 K, is decreased from 316 

K, 314 K, 312 K, 311 K to 309 K during the cooling process with a decrease in the 

difference in viscosity (Δη) of synchronous and advanced branches from 0 MPa·s, -1 

MPa·s, -2 MPa·s, -3 MPa·s to -4 MPa·s. These analytical results reveal that the glass 



transition temperature (Tg1) is gradually decreased with an increase in the differences 

in viscosity of synchronous and advanced relaxations. 

 

Figure 7. Effects of hysteretic and advanced relaxations on the loss angle (tanδ). (a) Analytical 

results of equation (16) for the loss angle (tanδ) as a function of temperature at a given value of 

Δη=0 MPa·s, 25 MPa·s, 50 MPa·s, 75 MPa·s, and 100 MPa·s. (b) Analytical results of equation 

(16) for the loss angle (tanδ) as a function of temperature at a given value of Δη=0 MPa·s, -1 

MPa·s, -2 MPa·s, -3 MPa·s, and -4 MPa·s. 

To further identify the working principle of relaxation hysteresis in the amorphous 

SMP, the constitutive stress-strain relationship has been investigated based on 

equation (17), and the results are shown in Figure 8. The parameters used in equation 

(17) are Eeq=10 MPa, Es=978 MPa, Et=250 MPa [28] and η=5.21 MPa·s [36,37]. 

Figure 8(a) shows that the stress (σ) is increased from 5.48 MPa, 12.96 MPa, 20.00 

MPa, 25.88 MPa to 30.57 MPa, at given strain of ε=23.5% and strain rate of 𝜀̇=0.3 s-1, 

for the SMP in the heating process, where the difference in viscosity (Δη) of 

synchronous and hysteretic relaxations is increased from 0 MPa·s, 25 MPa·s, 50 

MPa·s, 75 MPa·s to 100 MPa·s. Figure 8(b) shows that the stress is gradually 

decreased from 34.88 MPa, 32.18 MPa, 29.31 MPa, 26.35 MPa to 23.35 MPa at a 

given strain (ε) of 23.5% and strain rate of 𝜀̇=0.3 s-1, with the difference in viscosity 
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(Δη) of synchronous and advanced relaxations decreased from 0 MPa·s, -10 MPa·s, -

20 MPa·s, -30 MPa·s to -40 MPa·s. 

 

Figure 8. Constitutive stress-strain relationship curves of SMPs. (a) For the constitutive stress-

strain relationship curves of SMPs undergoing hysteresis relaxation, with a given difference in 

viscosity (Δη) of 0 MPa·s, 25 MPa·s, 50 MPa·s, 75 MPa·s and 100 MPa·s. (b) For the constitutive 

stress-strain relationship curves of SMPs undergoing advanced relaxation, with a given difference 

in viscosity (Δη) of 0 MPa·s, -10 MPa·s, -20 MPa·s, -30 MPa·s, and -40 MPa·s.  

3. Experimental verification 

Experimental data [16] of DGEBA (Diglycidyl ether bisphenol A) SMP with molar 

contents of diamine Diels–Alder adduct (FM) cross-linker of 33%, 67% and 100%, 

have been employed to verify the analytical results generated from the proposed 

models of equations (15) and (16). All the parameters used in the calculation using the 

equations (15) and (16) are ω=0.01 s-1 [25], γ=0.75 [34], V0/V=0.975 [25,29], α=0.048 

K-1 [25,29], C=26.4 J/mol·K [33,35] and Tg0/T0 =1.26 [23].  

With an increase in the molar content of FM from 33%, 67% to 100%, the glass 

transition temperature (Tg) of DGEBA SMP is gradually decreased from 350.2 K, 

344.3 K to 336.1 K, and simultaneously the storage modulus is increased from 29.48 

MPa, 35.57 MPa to 186.48 MPa. As shown in Figures 9(a), (c) and (e), the  loss angle 
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(tanδ) is also increased from 51.6°, 52.9° to 53.5° with an increase in the molar 

content of FM from 33%, 67% to 100%. These experimental and analytical results 

reveal that more segments have been involved to improve the mechanical properties 

of DGEBA SMP, thus resulting in an increased storage modulus with an increase in 

the molar FM content. On the other hand, the loss angle (tanδ) is also increased 

because the loss modulus is improved due to the increase in viscosity. This can cause 

the decrease in the glass transition temperature (Tg). Therefore, with an increase in the 

molar FM content, both the storage modulus and loss angle (tanδ) are increased, while 

the Tg is decreased. In Figures 9(b), (d) and (f), the divergences between the analytical 

and experimental results of the storage modulus were analyzed by calculating the 

correlation index (R2), which are 97.29%, 98.03% and 97.25% at molar content of FM 

of 33%, 67% and 100%, respectively. Meanwhile, the correlation indexs (R2) are 

96.74%, 95.85% and 94.64% for the loss angle (tanδ).  

Table 3. Values of parameters used in equations (15) and (16) for DGEBA SMPs [16]. 

FM (%) Eeq (MPa) Es (MPa) Et (MPa) 
Δμs*/R 

(kJ/mol·K) 

η 

(MPa·s) 

Δη 

(MPa·s) 
T0 (K) 

33 200 2400 384 7.74 10 0.01 319.5 

67 190.9 3000 500 8.03 17.73 4.43 308 

100 300 6200 498 10.44 23.7 34.39 300 
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Figure 9. Comparisons of analytical and experimental results [16] for the storage modulus and loss 

angle (tanδ) as a function of temperature of DGEBA SMPs with various molar contents of FM 

cross-linker of 33%, 67% and 100%. (a), (c) and (e) For the storage modulus-temperature and loss 

angle (tanδ)-temperature curves. (b), (d) and (f) Divergences of the analytical and experimental 

results of DGEBA SMPs with molar contents of FM of 33%, 67% and 100%, respectively. 

Furthermore, effect of cooling rate on the loss angle (tanδ) has also been 

investigated to identify the working principle of dynamic relaxation hysteresis in the 

SMP. The obtained analytical results of loss angle (tanδ) as a function of temperature 

are shown in Figure 10(a), which also includes the experimental data of epoxy SMP 

reported in Ref. [28]. The parameters used in equation (16) are listed in Table 4, 

where Eeq=135 MPa, Es=150 MPa and Et=978 MPa [28]. These experimental and 

analytical results reveal that the Tg is gradually decreased from 316.4 K, 308.0 K to 

307.3 K, with the cooling rate increased from 3 K/min, 5 K/min to 7 K/min. 
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Meanwhile, the loss angle (δ) is decreased from 44.7°, 42.3° to 41.3°. The analytical 

results obtained using the proposed models are in good agreements with the 

experimental data of epoxy SMP reported in Ref. [28], which undergo advanced 

relaxation processes with a variety of cooling rates. The divergences between the 

analytical and experimental results [28] of the epoxy SMP were analyzed using the 

correlation index (R2), which are 96.33%, 94.70% and 93.44% for epoxy SMP, at a 

cooling rate of 3 K/min, 5 K/min and 7 K/min, respectively, as shown in Figure 10(b). 

Table 4. Values of parameters used in equation (16) for epoxy SMPs [28]. 

Cooling rate (K/min) Δμs*/R (kJ/mol·K) η (MPa·s) Δη (MPa·s) T0 (K) 

3 10.42 5.21 -0.01 277.8 

5 10.96 7.83 -2.63 268.1 

7 11.64 9.73 -4.53 264.0 

 

Figure 10. Comparisons of analytical and experimental results [28] for the loss angle (tanδ) as a 

function of temperature of epoxy SMP undergoing various cooling rates of 3 K/min, 5 K/min and 

7 K/min. (a) For the loss angle (tanδ)-temperature curves. (b) Divergences of the analytical and 

experimental results. 

4. Conclusion 

In this study, we develop a hysteresis model to explore the dynamic connection 

between complex relaxation hysteresis and glass transition behavior in the amorphous 
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SMPs, to achieve a customized and multiple SME. Coexistence of multiple and 

discrete segments as well as their dynamic hysteresis relaxations enables the 

amorphous SMP exhibit a complex disorder of collective dynamics, which has been 

well modeled in the present study, based on the free volume theory and Adam-Gibbs 

model. A phase transition model is then formulated to identify the complex disorder 

and collective dynamics of relaxation hysteresis in dynamic glass transition. 

Furthermore, a dynamic connection between complex relaxation hysteresis and 

customized glass transition, which cause the generation of multiple SMEs, has been 

proposed to explore the effects of temperature, heating/cooling rate and viscosity on 

the thermomechanical and shape memory behaviors. Finally, the accuracy of 

analytical results of proposed models has been verified using the experimental data 

reported in literature. This study is expected to provide a new strategy for multiple 

SME in SMPs, based on the complex relaxation hysteresis towards customized glass 

transition. 
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Appendix A.  

The viscoelastic constitutive stress-strain relationship of the extend Maxwell model 

can be obtained as [25], 

eq

eqE


 =                                                        (A1a) 

s s

s

dd 1

d dt E t

 


= +                                             (A1b) 

t t

t

dd 1

d dt E t

 

 
= +

 
                                          (A1c) 

where Eeq, Es and Et are the moduli of the equilibrium, non-equilibrium and hysteresis 

branches, respectively, η is the viscosity of the synchronous relaxation component, 

±Δη is the hysteretic and advanced relaxation components, respectively. 

When the SMP is loaded under a uniaxial tensile strain of ε=𝜀̇t (where ε̇ is the 

strain rate [28]), the stresses σeq of equilibrium branches can be expressed as,  

eq eqE =                                                      (A2) 

Assuming that σs=Aexp(Bt)+C, then we can obtain σs=A+C=0 at t=0,  

( )s exp1 BtC = −                                                (A3) 

Substituting equation (A3) into (A1b), equation (A1b) can be re-written as  

( )
s

exp
1

C
B C

Bt
E


 

 
= + − +    
 

                                     (A4) 

In equation (A4), the following conditions need to be satisfied, 

s,  
E

BC 


= −=                                                   (A5) 

Combining equations (A3) and (A5), the stress σs of non-equilibrium branch can be 

expressed as, 



s s s s

s s

1 exp ,( )E
E

  
  



  
= − − =  

  
                                (A6) 

Similarly, the stress σs, the stress σt in the non-equilibrium branch can be derived as, 

t t t t

t t

1 exp ,( )E
E

  
  



  
= − − =  

  
                                 (A7) 

Finally, the constitutive stress-strain relationship of the SMP can be obtained by 

combining equations (A2), (A6) and (A7), 

( ) eq s t eq s s t t

s t

+ 1 exp + 1 expE E E
   

       
 

      
= + = + − − − −      

      
       (A8) 
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